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perpetrator; to collect opinion from well-known men
and women on some question of the day; to investigate
accusations against shipowners of sending vessels to sea
in an unsafe condition; to go round markets and learn
why vegetables are so dear; or to get the views of
scientists on some new theory in physics or astronomy*
A reporter used to be equipped for his job when he
had learned shorthand and could take down speeches at
the rate of a hundred and fifty words a minute. That
was the bulk of his occupation. It is now long since
shorthand became, not only unnecessary, but a positive
handicap; when those who put it forward as a quali-
fication were ranked as " shorthand writers/' and
employed accordingly* Now it is recognized as being
occasionally useful, but by no means indispensable.
Indeed, few reporters know much about it. Their abilities
must be of a nature far removed from the mechanical*
" Personal journalism is an infamous abyss in which a
sadly large section of the Press wallows/'—Lord Chief
Justice Hewart.
They must also be thick-skinned* Not because they
are treated as social inferiors, which was their invariable
treatment in the days of the Old Journalism* Pro-
prietors and editors set the example* Northcliffe altered
that, along with much else* Thanks to him, both % the
status and the pay of reporters were improved even before
the National Union of Journalists began its good work.
To-day the reporter may be feared and therefore disliked,
but he is not told to go to the back door, insulted by
butlers, looked at as if he might steal the spoons*
No ; his thick skin is required as a protection against
his own self-contempt* He may be asked at any moment

